
The May Phoenix region housing data are out...what a sh**show.  Exactly like in 2006-07 -- following the multi-
year exotic-loan stimulus bubble -- the "demand destruction" is epic, supply is surging, while prices 
remain higher.   
  
In my large report sent yesterday I cover Phoenix, Vegas, Sacto, and Silicon Valley, as a few of the leading 
indicating housing markets that I watch closely, and highlight the dramatic supply / demand divergence 
(trend reversal) occurring nationally, yet most predominantly in regions in which Fed-driven, new-era "spec-
vestors" flocked first. 
  
Obviously, if demand is plunging and supply surging, the demand destruction cannot be to a "lack of 
supply".  In fact, the divergence points clearly to new-era spec-vestor liquidations. 
  
Bottom line:  This market has officially changed trend and is now in "stimulus hangover" mode for the third 
time in seven years.  And based on how powerful the Twist / QE3 stimulus was to the sector, the impending 
house price declines in this region to come from the hangover will be severe. 
  
  
Item 1)  Hard "Hangover" Data 
 
Pendings YoY:           down 34.3%, at generational lows 
Sold YoY:                  down 21.1%, at 6-year lows 
  
Supply YoY:              Up 47.4%, at 3-year highs 
Mos Supply YoY:       Up 86.9%, largest May mos supply 2010 
Price YoY:                 Up 11%, weakest May gains since 2011 
  
 
Item 2) Dramatic Phoenix May Supply / Demand Divergence trend change points to new-era spec-
vestor liquidations and lower prices on deck. 
  
Supply is out of control.  And leading indicating pendings down a greater percentage than closed sales 
show the demand destruction continues to increase.  These data wreak of new-era spec-vestor 
liquidations. 
  



 
  
Item 3)  Weakest May demand since 2008. 
  



 
  
Item 4) Supply / Demand divergence / trend reversal close up.  Can't be a "lack of supply".  Can only be 
new-era spec-vestor liquidations. 
  



 
  
Item 5) Monthly Phoenix region house sales past decade...weakest May since 2008. Clear trend 
reversal.   
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